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ABSTRACT

Prosodic information can provide cues to syn-
tactic structure to help select among compet-
ing hypotheses, and thus to disambiguate
otherwise ambiguous sentences. We show that
some, but not all, syntactic structures can be
disambiguated via prosody. The phonological
evidence relates the disambiguation primarily
to boundary phenomena. Phonetic analyses
indicate the importance of both absolute and
relative measures. Finally, we describe initial
experiments involving the automatic use of
this information in parsing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The syntax of spoken utterances is frequently
ambiguous, yet communication generally suc-
ceeds. This success may arise from a variety of
sources; we address here the role of prosody. A
clear understanding of the mapping between
prosodic and syntactic structure would reveal
significant aspects of the cognitive processes of
speech production and perception. In addi-
tion, it would yield more natural sounding
speech synthesis. Further, prosody should be
particularly helpful in spoken-language
understanding, where lexical and structural
ambigiiircities of written toms are compounded
by di ulties in finding word boundaries and
in identifying words reliably in automatic
speech recognition. Here, we study the map-
ping between prosody and syntax by minimiz-
ing the contribution of other posible cues to
the resolution of ambiguity.

With few exceptions (e.g., [7]), previous stud-
ies have focused either on relating phonologi-
cal aspects of prosody to syntax (e.g., [5], [l2],
[2], [9]), or on relating phonetic/acoustic evi-
dence to syntax and perceived differences (e.g.,
[151. [3]. [16b [6]. [3]. [4], [17])- A few Studies
e.g., [l3], have considered the mapp'g from
phonology to acoustics. The more phonetic]
acoustic studies typically used a -all number
of minimal pairs of utterances in order to
facilitate the acoustic measurements and to
control parameters more precisely. In con-
trast, the more phonological studies have
focussed either on illustrative examples’ or on
text to which prosodic markers have been
assigned on the basieofthesyntaxofthesen-
tence. These studies have typically ignored the

fact that there are several possible rosodic
choices for a given syntactic structure. file focus
in recent theoretical linguistics on human com-
petence for language production, has resulted in
neglect of actual language production and
neglect of an area required for speech under-
standing (by human or by machine): the map-
ping from acoustics to meaning. Clearly, speech
communication involves both production and
perception, and it mvolvee performance as well
as competence.

The work presented in this paper extends previ-
ous work, including the important contribution
of [10], in several ways: (l) we investigate the
ability of listeners to disambiguate sentences for
different types of syntactic structures, using sev-
eral instances of each type; (2) we consider both
production and perception; (3) to increase reli-
ability without asessin a large pool of subjects,
we used professional F radio announcers; (4)
we have investigated the possible use of promi-
nence associated with pitch accents, in addition
to prosodic phrase boundary cues; (5) to com-
pare durational structures am the various
sentences used, and to facilitate generalization
beyond the specific sentences used, we present
results in terms of relative, rather than absolute,
durational patterns; and (6) we consider the
aromatic use of prosodic information in pars-

g.

2. CORPUS

We used 35 sentence pairs, ambiguous in that
members of each pair contained the same string
ofphones, and could be amociated with contrast-
ing syntactic bracketings. Sentences represented
5 instances each of 7 types of structural ambigu-
ity: (l) parenthetical clauses vs. non-parentheti-
cal subordinate clauses, (2) appositions vs.
attached nonn or prepositional phrases, (3) marn
chases linked by coordinating conjunctions vs. u
muin clause and a subordinate clause, (4) tag
questions vs. attached noun phrases, (5) far vs.
near attachment of final phrase, (6) left vs. right
attachment of middle phrase, and (7) particles
vs. Impositions.

Each pair of ambiguous sentences was preceded
by a disambiguating context. For structural cat-
egories 1-4, sentence A of the pair involved a
larger syntactic break than sentence B. For the
attachment ambiguities $7. sentence A of the
pair had the larger syntactic break later inthe
sentence than drd sentence B. When sentences
wererecordedbythe4FMaewscesters,con-
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trasting members ofa pair did not occur in the
same session. Speakers were not told there
were target sentences, and recording sessions
were separated by a few days to several weeks.
Our goal was to create segmentally identical
but syntactically different sentence pairs.

3. PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENT

The target sentences were presented in bola-
tion. The 35 sentence pairs produced by each
speaker were presented to listeners in two ses-
sions; only one member ofeach pair was heard
in each session (analogous to the strategy used
for recording the sentences). The answer sheet
included both disambiguating contexts fol-
lowed by the target sentence. listeners
marked the context they thought best matched
what they heard. Subjects were all native
speakers of American English, naive with
respect to the purpose of the experiment. The
number of listeners who heard both sessions
ranged from 12 to 17 for the different speak-
ers.

In scoring, we assume speakers produced the
intended version, and a correct response iden-
tifies that version. Accuracy is the percentage
of correct listener responses. Table l summa-
rizes accuracy for the different structural
types. Averages are over the 4 speaker aver-
ages, so as not to more heavily weight the
utterances that were heard by more listeners.

Typo A B Overall

1. Parenthetlcal or not 77 96' IG

2. Apposlllon or not 92' 01' 02

3. M-M ve. Il-S 80' 54 71

4. Tags or not 95' B1 au
5. Far/near attachment 70 63 71

6. Left/right attachment 04' 95' 95
7. Particle/Proposition 82' 01' 82

Average 87 00 84

Table l. Perceptual results, averaged over 4
speakers. Version AIB figures are based on 285
observations of each class. An asterisk marks
A and B responses with high listener accuracy,
where high accuracy k when (average accu-
racy minus Standard Deviation) > 50%.

Table 1 shows that subjecm could reliably dis-
ambiguate many, but not all of the ambigu-
ities. On average, subjects did well above
chance in assigning sentences to appropriate
contexts. Main-subordinate (3B) sentences
and near attachments (SB) were close to the
chance level; parentheticak (1A), far attach-
ments (5A) and non-tags (4B) were recognized
at levels greater than chance but not reliably;
all other sentence types were reliably disam-
biguated.

4. PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

The perceptual experiments show that speak-
ers can encode prosodic cues to structural
ambiguities in ways that l'steners can use reli-
ably. This section attempts to find a phonologi-
cal answer to the question: How do they do rt?
To approach this question, we labeled d'screte
phenomena that could mark structural con-
trasts phonologically. We then analyzed the
relationship between these labels and patterns
in the perceptual study.

We used 7 levels to represent perceptual
groupings (or, degrees of separation) between
words. These levels appeared adequate for our
corpus and also reflected the levels of prosodic
constituents described in the literature. We
used numbers to express the degree of decou-
pling between each pair of words as follows: 0
- boundary within a clitic group, 1 - normal
word boundary, 2 - boundary marking a
grouping of words generally having only one
prominence, 3 - intermediate phrase bound-
ary, 4 . intonational phrase boundary, 5 -
boundary marking a grouping of intonational
phrases, and 6 - sentence boundary.

Break indices of 4, 5, und 6 are major prosodic
boundaries; constituents defined by these
boundaries are marked by a boundary tone
and are often referred to as ‘intonation
phrases’. Boundary tones were labeled using 2
types of folk (final fall and non-final fall), and
2 types of rises (continuation rise and question
rise). Prominent syllables were labeled using
P1 for major phrasal rominence; P0 for a
lesser prominence; and for contrastive stress
(which occurred on fewer than 1% of the total
words).The prosodic cues were labeled percep-
tually by 3 listeners using multiple passes.
Correlation across labelers was 0.96.

In general, we found prosodic boundary cues
associated with almost all reliably identified
sentences. A break index of 4 or 5 was often,
but not always, a reliable cue, and was most
often observed at embedded or conjoined
clause boundaries (often marked by commas
in the text). A difference in the relative size of
prosodic break indices, or in the location of the
largest break, was frequently the only disam-
biguating cue for smaller syntactic commu-
ents (i.e., where fewer brackets would
coincide). By and large, larger break indices
tended to mean that syntactic attachment was
higher rather than lower. Prominence seemed
to play a supporting role, and was the sole cue
in only a few sentences. Details of these results
analyzed by structural types appear to [l4].

The main exception to this picture was the
main-main (A) vs. main-subordinate (B) sen-
tences. The A versions were typically well.
identified, whereas the B versions tended to be
close to the chance level. This could be the
result of a syntactic response bias. The differ-
ence is interesting since the bracketmgs differ
for the 2 versions of the sentence, and yet they

are apparently not well separated perceptu-

ally. The prosodic transcriptrous suggest a rea-
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son: both versions have a major prosodic
boundary in the same location.

5. PHONETIC ANALYSIS

We have presented mneptuai evidence that
naive listeners can re bly use prosody to sep-
arate structurally ambiguous sentences, and
phono] cal evidence that suggests how lis-
teners m ht use prosody to select among syn-
tactic hypotheses. In this section we consider

honetic evidence that might be responsible
or the prosodic disambiguation. We examine

duration and intonation, although we
acknowledge that other cues, such as the
application or non-application of phonological
rules, contribute to the perception of prosodic
boundaries. We tried to minimize such effects
by asking speakers to reread sentences in
which overt segmental cues were produced.

Se ent duration was determined automati-
cal y using an HMM-based speech recognition
system, the SRI Decipher system [18]. Each
phone duration was normalized according to
speaker- and phone-dependent means as
described in [11]. We observed longer normal-
ized durations for phones preceding major
phrase boundaries and for phones bearing
majorwrominences compared to other con-
texts. e measured average normalized dura-
tion in the rhyme of word-final syllables and
found that higher break indices are generally
associated with greater normalized duration.
Pauses are also associated with major rosodic
boundaries, occurring at 48/212 (Bigband.
tries marked with 4 and 17/75 (67%) bound-
aries marked with 5. No pauses were found
aær a g, 1, or 2, and only one pause occurred
a r a .

Analysis of normalized duration of vowel
nuclei revealed: (1) major prominenten (Pl, C)
tend to be longer than unmarked or minor
(P0) prominences, although the effect is small
before major prosodic breaks (where duration
is already lengthened); (2) word-final syllables
tend to be longer than non-word-final sylla-
bles; (3) syllables are longer in words before
major breaks than in words before smaller
breaks, especially for word-final syllables; and
(4) the effects seem to be somewhat indepen-
dent: _the longest vowels are those with a major
prommence, in word-final position, before a
major break.

Intonational cues included boundary tones,
pitch range changes and pitch accents. Bound-
ary tones are involved for break indices 4 - 6.
Sentence-final boundary tones are typically
either final falls or question rises; level 5
boundary tones were usually labeled non-final
falls; and level 4 boundary tones were most
often continuation rises, but occasionally non-
iinal falls. Another intonational cue was a drop
in pitch baseline and range in a parenthetical
phrase, hrelative to themm This pitch
range c ange was not ys apparent for
appositives. Though Intonation is an impor-
tant cue, duration and pauses alone provide
enough Information to automatically hibel

break indices with a high correlation (greater
than 0.86) to hand-labeled break indices [11].

6. AUTOMATING DISAMBIGUATION
We have shown that listeners can pay atten-
tion to prosodic information, and we have
shown phonological and phonetic evidence
bearing on how this might be done. The next
step is to be explicit enough about the use of
the phonetic evidence that it could be used
automatical to select the appropriate parse.
In our ini ' attempt, since there was a good
correlation between normalized rhyme dura-
tion and the hand-labeled break indices, we
used a 7-state Gausian HMM to convert auto-
matically estimated duration values to break
indices [11], and pmsed to the parser a break
index between every pair ofwords. This proce-
dure required modification of the existing
grammar to handle the new break index cote
flan and to allow for empty nodes and their

teractiou with the break indices. The gram-
mar before and after these changes yields the
same number of parses for a given sentence.

In order to make use of the prosodic informa-
tion an additional important change is
required: how does the grammar use this
information? This is a vast area of research. In
this initial endeavor, we focussed on preposi-
tional phrases, and made very conservative
changes. We chan ed the rule N -> N link PP
so that the value 0 the link (break-index) must
be less than 3 for the rule to apiply. We made
essentially the same change to V -> V link PP,
:hxzepzt. that the value of the link must be less

n

After setting these two parameters we parsed
each of the sentences in the 14 sentences in our
corpus containing prepositioual phrase attach-
ment ambiguities or particle-prepodtion
ambiguities, and compared the number of
parses to the number of parses obtained with-
out benefit of prosodic information. For half of
the sentences, i.e., for one member of each of
the sentence pairs, the number of parses
remained the same. For the other member of
the pairs, the number of parses was reduced,

on average to half the previous number. The,
the incorporation of the prosodic information
resulted in a net reduction ofabout 25% in the
number of parses, without ruling out any cor-
rect parses. In many cases the use of prosodic
information allowed the parser to identify a
unique parse. More details on these proce-
dures and results appear mu].

7. DISCUSSION

We have confirmed that, for a variety of syn-
tactic classes, but not all, naive l'steners can
rel'utbly separate meanings on the basis of dif-
ferences in prosodic information. We have fur-
ther shown phonological and phonetic
evidence bearing on how they might do the:
by the tendency to associate relatively larger

rosodic breaks with larger syntactic breaks.
hough evidence relating to boundary phe-

nomena appeared to be most important, there
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were some structures for which phrasal prom-
inence either was the only cue or played a sup-
porting role in distinguishing between the 2
versions. Further, we have presented initial
evidence showing how extracted phonetic
information (normalized duration) can be
automatically extracted and communicated to
a parser to reduce ambiguity.

Our results have both theoretical and empiri-
cal implications. In speech generation applica-
tions, the relation between syntax and prosody
is important since different prosodic markers
will affect the interpretation of a sentence.
Prosodic cues are particularly important in
computer speech understanding applications,
where the semantic rules available to the sys-
tem are limited relative to the capabilities of
human listeners. In addition, in those applica-
fionsprosodiccuescanbeusedpriorto

semantic analysis, to reduce the number of
syntactically acceptable parses by eliminating
those inconsistent with the prosody [1].

The results reported here provide evidence for
systematic relationships between prosody and
syntax that should be explored further in sev-
eral ways. First, u larger number of syntactic
structures must be examined in order to make
the prosody/syntax relationship more explicit.
Second, we note that some sentences were suc-
cmfuily disambiguated with cues that were
not represented in our labeling scheme. Since
prominences were not differentiated as to type
of pitch accent, a more detailed classification
of Intonation in such contexts could yield more
information. Finally, for computer speech
understanding applications, it will be impor-
tant to investigate the extension of these
results to spontaneous speech by non-profes-
sional speakers, where hesitation phenomena
and speech errors will affect the prosodic
structure.
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